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FLOTILLA 
COMMANDER’S QUOTE 

OF THE MONTH

“The month of March awakens 
spring, the 3rd month in the 

1st quarter for the year. 
March  inspires gratitude and 

optimism.  Let’s march on 
Guam Flotilla.”

March 03, 1819
Congress authorized the revenue cutters to 
protect merchant vessels of United States 
against piracy and to seize vessels 
engaged in slave trade.  The cutters 
Louisiana and Alabama were built shortly 
thereafter to assist in the government's 
efforts against piracy.
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FC Paul “Duce” Romias
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March Calendar/ Upcoming Training or  Events

In March, there are several exciting diversity activities.  One notable event is the celebration of Women's History 
Month, which highlights the achievements and contributions of women throughout history. This gives us the 
opportunity to learn about inspiring women like Lou Leon Guerrero, the first female Guam Governor; Kamala Harris, 
the first female Vice President of the United States; and Malala Yousafzai, a young activist advocating for girls' 
education. Additionally, March also marks CHamoru Month on Guam, as well as International Day for the 
Elimination of Racial Discrimination, promoting equality and respect for all races. We encourage you to embrace 
diversity and celebrate the unique qualities that make each person special.  These events provide valuable learning 
opportunities for all of us to understand and appreciate the importance of inclusivity and acceptance in our world. 

In celebration of Mes CHamoru, the Valley of the Latte will be hosting the following activities:  March 2 - Coconut Oil 
and Coconut Candy; March 9 - Coconut Leaf Weaving (basket & fan); March 16 - Mwarmwar Workshop; March 23 - 
Hotnu Bread Baking Workshop; and March 30 - Ti Leaf Lei Making Workshop.  Also, don’t forget to join us for the 
D204 Lions International CHamoru Story Time Literacy Partnership event to hear meaningful and relevant stories 
and a special message from Coastie!”



Upcoming Training or  Events
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INFORMATION SOURCE 
For AUXILIARISTS

LT. Richard Min
USCG FM/SG Chaplain



               Boating Term(s) of the Month
 

By: Robert Sajnovsky, 
FSO-MT

Marlinspike Seamanship: Knots, Bends and Hitches (continued) Last month we 
learned the difference between a knot, a bend and a hitch. And we tried our hand a 
tying two simple knots, the figure 8 knot and square knot. (AKA stopper knot and 
reef knot) This month we will look at how to tie a becket bend (AKA sheet bend) and 
a clove hitch.

A becket – or sheet - bend is useful when you need to join lines of different thickness; 

or when you join lines that are made from different materials, such as polypropylene 

to nylon. A becket bend may be tied in one of three different configurations: single 

becket, double becket or slippery. The single becket and slippery versions are best 

used when the line will be under constant tension, because a line that is continually 

taut then eased will eventually work the single and slippery becket bend loose. For a 

more secure connection, a double becket bend is recommended. 

The clove hitch is useful to attach a fender* to the rail of a boat when at a dock or to 

hang a coiled line from a rail, or secure a dock line to a bollard** or piling. And like 

the becket bend, it is most effective when there is a constant tension on the line, 

since it may work itself loose when the line is repeatedly eased then tightened.

* fender – an inflatable device placed between a boat’s side and a dock or other boat 

used as a cushion to prevent damage to the boat.

** bollard – a heavy post set into a pier or dock to which a boat may tie up.

Reminder: A slippery knot is one tied in such a way that one tug on a part of the line 

and it all comes undone – like the knot used to tie shoelaces! With the line distributed 

to many of you last month, let’s try the becket bend and clove hitch. (See illustrations 

below.)

FENDER

BOLLARD



In the Spotlight!  Tribute  
🕆“To a life well Lived”

Eulogy for Frank

I would describe Gary Wayne Francis Gumataotao’s 
life as a series of Fs.  Frank was a Fearless Foe of 
those who would perpetrate Fraud on others or 
attempt to take away their Freedoms.  In the courts, 
he Fought for the rights of the oppressed and 
unjustly preyed-upon.  

He was Fair in dealings to those he worked with and 
those he worked against.  He was occasionally heard 
to utter Four-letter words or tell an oFF-color joke.
He always stayed Fast and loyal to Friends and Family.
He was known for his Frankness of opinion, and willingness 
to share it with anyone. And Finally, he was a Friend. 

You  see, I don’t mean,  “F”, as in a school grading system, but, “F”, as in Fine, 
like a good wine and the First letter of the name that those of us who loved him, 
called him by. He was just Frank, to those closest to him.

Fair winds and Following seas as you Follow your Forebears, Frank. May your 
soul Find peace as you enter that Final resting place. You deserve all of those 
“Fs.”

Your Friend Forever.
Bob

FSO-MT Robert Sajnovsky

USCG Auxiliary Guam Flotilla

Positions served:
FC, FSO-PA, DLO, DCDR, DCAPT, 
IPDCDR, DCOS, DCO, IPDCO
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Sheila Mollot
March 26 

Biba Mes CHamoru!


